Explore this lookbook to see all of Hybrid Cloud Integration's curriculum at Think 2020
Learn more at ibm.com/think

As an App Connect user, we think you'd be interested in these sessions:

- **6931** - Modernize Integration to Unlock Data and Applications Securely while Lowering Costs
- **6620** - Change the way you integrate applications with IBM Cloud Pak for Integration
- **6935** - Expand Client Services with Open Banking
- **6732** - Build and Modernize Applications Quickly to Reduce Costs

For deeper technical training check out these virtual hands-on labs:

- **1489** - Modernize your integrations for cloud-native deployment with the new IBM App Connect Enterprise Transformation Advisor
- **4624** - Build and Publish an API-Led Integration with IBM App Connect and IBM Cloud Pak for Integration with Zero Coding!
- **4686** - Deploy and Run IBM App Connect on Red Hat OpenShift Using CI/CD Pipelines
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